Private workspaces as innovative
as you are.

FLEXIBLE TERMS. FULLY SERVICED. SERIOUSLY EASY.

Welcome to betahaus
OUR STORY

It all started in a 250 sqm warehouse in Kreuzberg. It was 2009 and six students decided to create an
unconventional workspace. One where people could collaborate. Where innovators and misfits could
break from the traditional office environment and imagine the impossible. We unknowingly created
the first coworking space in Berlin before it became one of Europe’s leading startup cities.
Since 2009, betahaus has since grown floor-by-floor from that warehouse in Kreuzberg into a global
network of coworking spaces, private offices, event spaces, community events, and innovation programs in cities worldwide.
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COMMUNITY

SPACES

AREA

EVENTS

2000 ppl

2 Spaces in Berlin +
76 Partner Spaces Worldwide

7000+ sqm

1000+ events per year
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Our Locations
A SPACE
TO CREATE

There’s always something happening at our space in Kreuzberg. It’s our HQ located in the center of the
city, and in some ways, it’s the heart and soul of betahaus. And spread across six floors in the iconic Geyer
Werke buidling, our newest house in Neukölln was designed to take us back to our creative roots and with
creative studios and a neighborhood feel. You’ll love how incredibly light and spacious it is with large outdoor areas.
Can’t decide? Ask us about which space we recommend for your team.

betahaus | Kreuzberg
Rudi-Dutschke-Straße 23
10969 Berlin
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betahaus | Neukölln
Harzer Straße 39
12059 Berlin
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Why betahaus?

Moving sucks. It’s expensive, time-intensive, and it pulls you away from the work that you set out to do
in the first place. That’s where we come in.
Coworking spaces aren’t just shared spaces for freelancers anymore. While betahaus started with collaborative spaces, we applied the same concepts to create private spaces that are flexible, affordable,
and a whole lot easier than starting your office from scratch. Spaces that help you grow with you rather
than slowing you down. Think of us like your real estate agent, your designer, and your office manager.

BENEFITS OF
BETAHAUS
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No upfront costs

Flexible leases

Easy move-in

Fully furnished

Amenities

Customizable

Space that
grows with you

Logistics handled
for you

Community
network access
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Workspaces for Teams

Team Desk
Team Room
Team HQ
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Team Desk

Team Desks are a cost-effective solution for teams who are just starting out or still growing towards a
space of their own. Your team will get all the benefits of a coworking membership, except with designated space where you can keep your belongings and collaborate.

DETAILS
✔✔ Designated desk in
shared space with
lockable cabinet

For teams who
want space to work
together immersed
in the coworking
space.

✔✔ Shared amenities
✔✔ Immersed in the
community
✔✔ ALL member
benefits

CAPACITY
4+ ppl
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Team Room

Our Team Rooms are fully-furnished, customizable rooms with floor-to-ceiling glass walls immersed in
the heart of our coworking space. You’ll get all the benefits of a private workspace, plus access to bookable conference rooms, shared spaces, facilities, community, and space management services.

DETAILS
✔✔ Secure, lockable
private space

Move-in ready
spaces for growing
teams who want a
private office with
benefits.

✔✔ Fully furnished with
flexible layout
✔✔ Shared amenities
✔✔ Community network
access
✔✔ ALL member
benefits

CAPACITY
6+ ppl
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Team HQ

You can take over a wing of the building or an entire floor. We’ll create you a workspace complete with
furnished offices, flexible meeting rooms, facilities, and open spaces that are built to be a homebase for
your growing team.

DETAILS
✔✔ Secure, lockable
private wing or floor

Customizable
spaces for large
teams who want
an office that is
completely their
own.

✔✔ Fully furnished with
custom build
✔✔ Private amenities
✔✔ White labeled
✔✔ ALL member
benefits

CAPACITY
25+ ppl
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Team HQ
PRIVATE
AMENITIES
Your Team HQ comes
outfitted with amenities that are tailored to
your team’s needs and
exclusively yours.

Print Station

Phone Booths

Bathrooms

Furnished Team
Rooms

Fully-stocked
Kitchenette

Equipped Meeting
Rooms

Custom Entrance

CUSTOM
BUILDOUT

Have big ideas about what you want from your workspace? Team HQs also allow you to collaborate with
our architects and coworking team to bring them to life.
Whether it’s additional meeting rooms, unconventional seating, or a yoga room, we’ll apply our 10 years of
experience in building functional workspace to your creative vision to create something that’s just right.
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Choose Your Plan
Priced from

Priced from

Priced from

TEAM DESK

TEAM ROOM

TEAM HQ

1.000€
4+ PPL

2.100€
6+ PPL

4.200€
25+ PPL

✔✔ 60 Day Minimum

✔✔ 90 Day Minimum

✔✔ 90 Day Minimum

✔✔ Shared Workspace

✔✔ Private Workspace

✔✔ Private Wing or Floor

✔✔ Fully Furnished

✔✔ Fully Furnished

✔✔ Custom Furnishings

✔✔ Shared Amenities

✔✔ Shared Amenities

✔✔ Private Amenities

✔✔ Classic Layout

✔✔ Flexible Layout

✔✔ Custom Build

✔✔ ALL Member Benefits

✔✔ ALL Member Benefits

✔✔ Whitelabeled
✔✔ ALL Member Benefits
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Member Benefits

Your workspace should come with
benefits. Here are some of the things
that are included in the price of membership, regardless of which plan you
go with.
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24/7 Access

Coworking Access

Printing

Reception &
Guest Reception

Space Maintenance
& Cleaning

High-Speed WiFi
Connection

Business Registration

Coffee, Tea, & Water

Office Supplies

Weekly Community
Events

Community Network
Access

Global Roaming to
Partner Spaces

Mail & Package
Handling

50% Off Event
Space Rental

Equipment & Storage
Space Rental
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Featured Benefits
COMMUNITY
EVENTS

GLOBAL
ROAMING

As a member of our community, you’ll gain access to an international network, exclusive coworking
services, and discounts on business tools and local services.
DAILY

WEEKLY

MONTHLY

Office Hours

betabreakfast

betabeer

Office Hours are one-on-one free consultancy
sessions (1 Hour) with experts from our community to our community.

Connect with the startup scene in Berlin over
breakfast! At betabreakfast, you can introduce
yourself to the community, and get to know
new startups as they pitch over breakfast.

Stop by betabeer on the last Thursday of each
month for free beer and to connect with other
members.

One Membership. Work from Anywhere.
With your betahaus membership, you can work from our 76 partner spaces around the world.
Let’s roam!
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Perks and Community Network

PERKS
Registration
Assistance

Digital Bank
Account

Amazon
AWS

Digital Nomad
Insurance

Flexible
Coworking

Hubspot for
Startups

Free assistance in registering your new address.

Get 6 months for free as
our member!

$500 in AWS credits
valid for 2 years.

Health, liability, travel
insurance starting at
70€/month.

Roam to other
coworking spaces in
and outside of Berlin.

90% Scholarship on
HubSpot’s Growth Stack
Software.

HARDWARE.co

Coworking
Camps

WHO GREW
UP WITH US

DISCOVER
OUR OTHER
PROJECTS
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BETAPITCH

OneCo

betahausX

teamroom@betahaus.de

betahaus
Café
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Need a space to host an event?
WE DO
THAT TOO

Imagine your backyard concert series. Blockchain
conference. Impromptu IoT meetup. Creative
workshop. Corporate anniversary party. Product
launch. Fashion show.
Our six bespoke spaces have been the backdrop
for everything from FinTech accelerators to envi-

ronmental film screenings. Everyone from KPMG
to Microsoft to DB has come through our house
over the years (name dropping, we know).
Whatever event you come up with, we can make
it happen. And as our member, you’ll get a 50%
off any betahaus event space rental.

50% off
event spaces

WHY CHOOSE
BETAHAUS ?
✔✔ Locations in the heart
of Berlin
✔✔ Flexible spaces that can
be adapted to fit your
event
✔✔ Uniquely furnished
rooms
✔✔ 10 years experience
planning events in
Berlin
✔✔ Customized event
management services
✔✔ Startup environment &
access to the betahaus
community network
✔✔ Equipment rental &
catering

For more information on booking an event space or how to contact us, visit betahaus.com/event-space-berlin.
betahaus Gmbh
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Community
NOT A BRAND,
A COMMUNITY
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We are a community who still eats breakfast
together. We do yoga sometimes, too. We are
founders and travelers and pet owners who still
make time to get together for a good summer
party. We are diverse in fields of expertise, professional background, ways of working, experience,
age, orientation, and personality.

teamroom@betahaus.de

Since 2009, we’ve created spaces where a diverse
network of talented people, promising startups
and successful companies could work together.
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Community

Frameright

Le Wagon

BE-AT.TV

Functional Aesthetics

Turo

soundhound

Controlling how your
images look on all
channels and devices
by combining human
touch with AI.

Coding bootcamp that
teaches students to develop web applications
from scratch.

Live streaming from the
world of music.

Transforming innovative ideas into digital
realities.

Better than a rental car.
Book quality cars from
trusted hosts worldwide.

Discover, search, and
play any song - just
using your voice.

THESE ARE SOME OF THE PEOPLE IN BETA

LAUDO - The Design Agency that Thinks like
an Airport

Jolocom - Decentralized Digital Identity Made
Simple

Plan A - The Data-Driven Fighters For Climate
Change

Read more →

Read more →

Read more →
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Directions
GETTING THERE

Bus stop:
Wildenbruchstr

Bus stop:
Charlottenstr

Bus stop:
Eisenstraße

BETAHAUS | KREUZBERG
Rudi-Dutschke-Straße 23
10969 Berlin
Parking NOT available

BETAHAUS | NEUKÖLLN
Harzer Straße 39
12059 Berlin
Street parking available

By public transport:
1min walking from: U6/N6 (Kochstr/Checkpoint Charlie) and M29 (Charlottenstr)

By public transport:
1min walking from: 171 (Elsenstr.)
3min walking from: 104 /N94/166 (Wildenbruchstr.)
6min walking from: 194 (Kiefholzstr.)

Check it in Google Maps
Check it in Google Maps
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Have questions about our
Team Spaces?
LEARN MORE

Or contact us at:
teamroom@betahaus.de

BETAHAUS IS GLOBAL! CHECK OUT OUR PARTNER SPACES ON BETAHAUS.COM

